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Abstract

We consider some classes of non-necessarily continuous functions
which have played a role in a recent literature on optimization and
non-cooperative game theory. With respect to the uniform conver-
gence metric, we prove that the limit of a converging sequence of weakly
pseudocontinuous functions is weakly pseudocontinuous, but the similar
property is not verified for functions which are either transfer (weakly)
continuous or weakly continuous or pseudocontinuous.
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1 Introduction and preliminaries

In recent years, several generalizations of the continuity for real-valued func-
tions have been proposed in order to obtain new results in optimization and
non-cooperative game theory: see [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] and references their in. Let
us emphasize that all the generalizations introduced in such a recent litera-
ture guarantee the existence of maximum and minimum points on compact
topological spaces.

The aim of this note is to provide an investigation about the conver-
gence properties of these new classes of non-necessarily continuous functions.
More precisely, we consider the convergence induced by the metric ρ(f, g) =
sup{|f (x)−g(x)| : x ∈ X} and we recognize which classes Y have the following
property: if {fn}n is a sequence of functions belonging to Y and if {ρ(fn, f)}n

is converging to 0, then also the function f belongs to Y . We prove that, among
the classes introduced in [2, 3, 4, 5, 6], the class of weakly pseudocontinuous
functions [4] has such a property, while examples show that, in general, this
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property is not verified by the other ones.

First, let us recall these classes of non-necessarily continuous functions. Let
X be a topological space and f be a real-valued function defined on X.

Definition 1 [6] The function f is said to be transfer [weakly ] upper contin-
uous if for any x, x′ ∈ X such that f(x) < f(x′), there exist x′′ ∈ X and a
neighborhood Nx of x such that f(z) < f(x′′) [f(z) ≤ f(x′′)] for any z ∈ Nx.
The function f is said to be transfer [weakly ] lower continuous if −f is transfer
[weakly] upper continuous.

A function which is both transfer [weakly] upper and lower continuous is said
to be transfer [weakly ] continuous. We denote by YWTC and YTC , respectively,
the classes of transfer weakly continuous and transfer continuous functions.

Definition 2 [2] The function f is said to be weakly lower continuous if for
any x, x′ ∈ X such that f(x) < f(x′), there exists a neighborhood Nx of x
such that f(z) ≤ f(x′) for any z ∈ Nx. The function f is said to be weakly
upper continuous if −f is weakly lower continuous.

A function which is both weakly lower and upper continuous is said to be weakly
continuous. The class of weakly continuous functions is denoted by YWC. As
noted in [6], every weakly lower (upper) continuous functions is also transfer
weakly upper (lower) continuous, but the converse is not true. Moreover, not
all lower (upper) weakly continuous functions are also transfer upper (lower)
continuous. In fact, the well known Dirichlet’s function, which is equal to 0 on
rational numbers and equal to 1 on irrational numbers, is a weakly continuous
function which is neither upper nor lower transfer continuous.

In the following Definition 3, we present the class of weakly pseudocontin-
uous functions in the setting of topological spaces. This class of functions has
been introduced in [4, Definition 3.1] in sequential convergence spaces under
the name of sequentially quasicontinuous functions. First, we recall that (see,
for example, [1]):

lim sup
z→x

f(z) = inf
N∈Σ(x)

sup
z∈N

f(z) ,

where Σ(x) denotes the set of open neighborhoods of x and, for a sequence
(xk)k:

lim sup
k→∞

f(xk) = inf
k0∈�

sup
k≥k0

f(xk) .

Definition 3 The function f is said to be upper weakly pseudocontinuous if
for any x, x′ ∈ X such that f(x) < f(x′), one has lim supz→x f(z) ≤ f(x′).
The function f is said to be lower weakly pseudocontinuous if −f is upper
weakly pseudocontinuous. We say that f is weakly pseudocontinuous if it is
both upper and lower weakly pseudocontinuous.
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Let YWPS denote the set of weakly pseudocontinuous functions. This class of
functions coincides with that introduced in [4] if the space X is first countable,
as shown by the following proposition.

Proposition 1 If f : X −→ R is upper (lower ) weakly pseudocontinuous,
then f is sequentially upper (lower ) quasicontinuous - in the sense of [4] -
with respect to the convergence induced by the topology. The converse is true
if X is first countable.

Proof. The first statement is obvious. Assume that X is first countable and
f is sequentially upper quasicontinuous in the sense of [4, Definition 3.1]1. If
f is not upper weakly pseudocontinuous, then there exist x, x′ ∈ X such that
f(x) < f(x′) and f(x′) < lim supz→x f(z). Let {Nk}k∈� be a countable local
base of x decreasing with respect to the inclusion and t be a real number such
that f(x′) < t < lim supz→x f(z). So, one has:

f(x′) < t < inf
k∈�

sup
z∈Nk

f(z) ,

and there exists a sequence (xk)k converging to x such that xk ∈ Nk and
t < f(xk) for any k. Finally, one gets:

f(x′) < lim sup
k→∞

f(xk) ,

which contradicts that f is sequentially upper quasicontinuous. 2

It is easy to see that the class of upper (lower) weakly pseudocontinuous
functions is strictly included in the class of transfer weakly upper (lower) con-
tinuous functions. Moreover, any lower (upper) weakly continuous function is
also upper (lower) weakly pseudocontinuous, but the converse is not true. In
fact, we have:

Example 1 Let f be the function defined on X = [−1, 2] as below:

f(x) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

x if x ∈ [−1, 0]

x + 1 if x ∈]0, 1]

3 − x if x ∈]1, 2]

The function f is upper weakly pseudocontinuous on X, but not lower weakly
continuous: consider x = 0 and x′ = 2.

1That is: f is sequentially upper quasicontinuous if and only if

f(x) < f(x′) =⇒ lim sup
k→∞

f(xk) ≤ f(x′) for any sequence xk −→ x.
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Finally, we recall the class of pseudocontinuous functions, which is denoted by
YPS and is strictly included in both YTC and YWC. In particular, the function in
[5, Example 3.1] is transfer upper continuous but not upper pseudocontinuous
and the Dirichlet’s function belongs to YWC but not to YPS. Pseudocontinuous
functions has been first introduced in sequential convergence spaces by [3,
Definition 2.4] and then in topological space by [5, Definition 2.1]; these two
concepts coincide in first countable topological spaces: see [5, Proposition 2.3].
We remind to [3, 5] for what concerns some properties of pseudocontinuous
functions and for examples showing that upper (lower) pseudocontinuity is a
generalization of upper (lower) semicontinuity.

Definition 4 [5] The function f is said to be upper pseudocontinuous if for
any x, x′ ∈ X such that f(x) < f(x′), one has lim supz→x f(z) < f(x′). The
function f is said to be lower pseudocontinuous if −f is upper pseudocon-
tinuous. We say that f is pseudocontinuous if it is both upper and lower
pseudocontinuous.

To summarize the connections between the classes of non necessarily con-
tinuous functions presented above, we have the following relations, where YC

denotes the set of continuous functions on X and all the inclusions are strict:

YC ⊂ YPS ⊂ YWC ⊂ YWPS ⊂ YWTC

YC ⊂ YPS ⊂ YTC ⊂ YWTC

If X is compact, in light of [6, Theorem 1], which establishes that a function
admits maximum and minimum points if and only if it is transfer weakly
continuous, any of the previous classes of functions is included in the set YB

of bounded functions on X. So, we consider the uniform convergence metric
on YB defined below:

ρ(f, g) = sup
x∈X

|f(x) − g(x)| .

Aim of the next section is to investigate about the convergence induced by ρ
in the above classes of non-necessarily continuous functions.

2 Convergence of non-necessarily continuous

functions

In this section, we assume that X is a compact first countable topological
space. In the metric space (YB, ρ), we show that YWPS is a closed set, while
YPS, YWC, YTC and YWTC are not closed. In other words, we prove that if {fn}n

is a sequence of upper (lower) weakly pseudocontinuous functions converging to
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a function f in the metric ρ, then f is upper (lower) weakly pseudocontinuous,
but similar properties do not hold, in general, for the others kinds of non-
necessarily continuous functions recalled in the previous section.

Proposition 2 Let {fn}n be a sequence of upper (lower ) weakly pseudocon-
tinuous functions converging to a function f in the metric ρ. Then, f is upper
(lower ) weakly pseudocontinuous. Hence, YWPS is a closed set in the metric
space (YB, ρ).

Proof. Assume that a sequence of upper weakly pseudocontinuous functions
{fn}n is converging, in the metric ρ, to a function f which is not upper weakly
pseudocontinuous. So, since X is first countable, in light of Proposition 1,
there exist x, x′ ∈ X and xn −→ x such that:

f(x) < f(x′) and f(x′) < lim sup
n→∞

f(xn) .

Let t and t′ be positive real numbers such that

f(x) < f(x′) < f(x′) + t′ < f(x′) + t < lim sup
n→∞

f(xn) (1)

So, there exists a subsequence (x̄k)k of (xn)n such that

f(x′) + t < f(x̄k) for all k . (2)

On the other hand, since ρ(f, fn) −→ 0, (1) implies:

fn(x) < fn(x′) < f(x′) + t′ for n sufficiently large. (3)

By the first inequality in (3), being the function fn upper weakly pseudocon-
tinuous and x̄k −→ x, we get:

lim sup
k→∞

fn(x̄k) ≤ fn(x′) < f(x′) + t′ for n sufficiently large. (4)

By (4) and (2), there exists a strictly increasing sequence (k(n))n of natural
numbers such that:

fn(x̄k(n)) < f(x′) + t′ < f(x′) + t < f(x̄k(n)) for n sufficiently large,

that is:

0 < f(x′) − fn(x̄k(n)) + t′ < f(x′) − fn(x̄k(n)) + t < f(x̄k(n)) − fn(x̄k(n))

and therefore:

0 < f(x′) − fn(x̄k(n)) + t′ < f(x′) − fn(x̄k(n)) + t < ρ(f, fn) . (5)
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Taking the limit in (5), since ρ(f, fn) −→ 0, we obtain:

0 ≤ f(x′) − lim sup
n→∞

fn(x̄k(n)) + t′ ≤ f(x′) − lim sup
n→∞

fn(x̄k(n)) + t ≤ 0

which implies t = t′, and we get a contradiction. Hence, the function f is
upper weakly pseudocontinuous. Similarly, a converging sequence of lower
weakly pseudocontinuous functions has a lower weakly pseudocontinuous limit.
Therefore, YWPS is a closed set in (YB, ρ)2. 2

The following examples show that the classes YPS, YWC, YTC and YWTC

are not closed with respect to the uniform convergence metric ρ.

Example 2 Consider the sequence of pseudocontinuous functions {fn}n de-
fined on X = [0, 2] by:

fn(x) =

{
x if x ∈ [0, 1]

2 + x/n if x ∈]1, 2]

The sequence {fn}n converges, in the metric ρ, to the function f :

f(x) =

{
x if x ∈ [0, 1]
2 if x ∈]1, 2]

which is not pseudocontinuous. So, YPS is not closed with respect to ρ.

Example 3 Consider the sequence of weakly continuous functions {fn}n de-
fined on X = [−1, 2] by:

fn(x) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

x if x ∈ [−1, 0]

1 if x ∈ ]
0, 1

n

]
n

n−1
(x − 1) + 2 if x ∈ ]

1
n
, 1

]
3 − x if x ∈]1, 2]

With respect to ρ, this sequence is converging to the function f defined in
Example 1, which is not weakly continuous. So, YWC is not closed in the
convergence induced by ρ.

Example 4 Consider the sequence of transfer continuous functions {fn}n de-
fined on X = [0, 2] by:

fn(x) =

⎧⎨
⎩

x if x ∈ [0, 1]
1 − 1

n
(x − 1) if x ∈]1, 2[

0 if x = 2
2We also remark that, being (YB, ρ) complete - see, for example, [1] -, (YWPS , ρ) is a

complete metric space.
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In the metric ρ, the sequence is converging to the function

f(x) =

⎧⎨
⎩

x if x ∈ [0, 1]
1 if x ∈]1, 2[
0 if x = 2

which is not transfer upper continuous. So, YTC is not closed with respect to
ρ.

Example 5 Consider the sequence of transfer weakly continuous functions
{fn}n defined on X = [0, 1] by:

fn(x) =

⎧⎨
⎩

x if x ∈ [0, 1 − 1/n]
1 − 1/n if x ∈]1 − 1/n, 1[

0 if x = 1

The sequence is converging in ρ to the function

f(x) =

{
x if x ∈ [0, 1[
0 if x = 1

which is not transfer weakly upper continuous. So, YWTC is not closed with
respect to ρ.

To conclude, let us emphasize that, in view of the result and the examples
of the section, concerning the classes of functions here considered, if we have
a sequence {fn}n of real-valued functions having a common continuity-like
property and if this sequence converges to a real-valued function f in the
uniform convergence metric ρ, then the topological property of the functions
fn is preserved on the limit only if {fn}n ⊆ YWPS. Besides, since YPS ⊂
YWC ⊂ YWPS and being YWPS closed with respect to ρ, if {fn}n is included in
either YPS or YWC, the limit f is endowed of maximum and minimum points
on compact spaces.
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